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Introduction  

The recent State of Nature report provided an update on the status of wildlife in the UK at 

land and sea. It was brought together by over 50 organisations and reported that in the past 

50 years 60% of the 3,148 UK species that were assessed have declined, and 31% have 

seriously declined. Individual species face extinction in the near future. 

The turtle dove, a red listed bird of conservation concern, has declined by 96 per cent since 

1970, making it the UK’s fastest declining migrant bird1. The hen harrier is another red listed 

British bird. There are less than 1000 breeding pairs left throughout the UK2. In upland areas 

where driven grouse shooting is practised, breeding pairs have been constrained by illegal 

population control. Bird species aren’t the only ones with numbers plummeting, it is predicted 

that there are fewer than a million hedgehogs left in the UK. This is down from an estimated 

two million in the mid-1990s and thirty-six million in the 1950s3. The reason for their decline 

is complex but likely factors include: the loss of hedgerows and permanent grasslands, 

larger field sizes, use of herbicides and pesticides and a reduction in the quality and quantity 

of hedgerow habitats4. 

                                                           
1 The RSPB (2015) RSPB solves the migration mystery of UK's fastest declining migrant bird [Online] Available 
from: http://www.rspb.org.uk/news/details.aspx?id=402323 [Accessed 20 March 2016] 
2 Birdwatch (2013) Hen Harrier numbers down over whole UK and Isle of Man [Online and magazine article] 
Available from: http://www.birdwatch.co.uk/channel/newsitem.asp?cate=__14978 [Accessed 20 March 2016] 
3 The Guardian (2013). Hedgehog population in dramatic decline [Online article] Available from: 
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/jan/29/hedgehog-population-dramatic-decline [Accessed 20 
March 2016] 
4 PTES (Peoples Trust for Endangered Species) (2016) Hedgehogs [Online]. Available from: 
https://ptes.org/campaigns/hedgehogs/ [Accessed: 20 March 2016] 

http://www.rspb.org.uk/news/details.aspx?id=402323
http://www.birdwatch.co.uk/channel/newsitem.asp?cate=__14978
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/jan/29/hedgehog-population-dramatic-decline
https://ptes.org/campaigns/hedgehogs/
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Another worrying decline is that of bees. Bees have the essential role of pollinating the food 

we eat. It is estimated that they contribute over £400 million per annum to the UK economy5. 

However, research from the University of Reading found there was a 54% decline in 

managed honey bee populations in England between 1985 and 2005. This dramatic fall is 

also similar in Sweden, Germany and Austria6. 

Due to a rapidly growing population, more resources are required and the impact that this is 

having on the natural world is not being carefully considered. Human interference is creating 

serious global issues; one key example is climate change. Climate change is the global 

warming of the Earth’s temperature that is resulting in changes to weather and ecosystems 

happening more quickly than humans and species can adapt. The world’s greatest 

challenges, including poverty and extinction, are intensified by climate change7. 

It is clear that the natural world faces continued serious and worrying damage. Added 

concern is for future generations as these will be faced with further impacts. However, an 

increasing trend is the decrease in the amount of time that children and young people are 

spending outdoors and connecting with nature. A recent report funded by the UK 

government found that one in nine children in England have not set foot in a park, forest, 

beach, or any other natural environment for at least 12 months8. 

                                                           
5 Bumblebee Conservation Trust (2014). Why bees need our help [Online]. Available from: 
https://bumblebeeconservation.org/about-bees/why-bees-need-help/ [Accessed: 20 March 2016] 
6 The Independent (2010). Bee numbers in England fell by more than half over the last 20 years [Online article]. 
Available from: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/wildlife/7027264/Bee-numbers-in-England-fell-by-
more-than-half-over-the-last-20-years.html [Accessed: 20 March 2016] 
7 WWF (World Wildlife Fund) (2015) Why it matters [Online] Accessed from: 
http://www.wwf.org.uk/what_we_do/tackling_climate_change/ [Accessed: 31 March 2016] 
8 GOV.UK (2016) Monitor of Engagement with the Natural Environment pilot study: visits to the natural 
environment by children [Online report]. 

https://bumblebeeconservation.org/about-bees/why-bees-need-help/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/wildlife/7027264/Bee-numbers-in-England-fell-by-more-than-half-over-the-last-20-years.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/wildlife/7027264/Bee-numbers-in-England-fell-by-more-than-half-over-the-last-20-years.html
http://www.wwf.org.uk/what_we_do/tackling_climate_change/
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Everything that humans do evolves from and around nature. This includes our methods of 

communication, what we eat, activities we enjoy and much more9. This connection between 

man and nature is very important. ‘Connecting with nature’ describes the mix of feelings and 

attitudes that people have towards it, it includes a sense of responsibility, empathy for 

creatures, enjoyment of nature, and sense of oneness10.  

The disconnection from nature that adults and children have developed in recent years has 

been labelled as ‘nature deficit disorder’ (hereafter NDD). The term was first introduced in 

200511 with the publication of the book ‘Last Child in the Woods’ by the American author, 

Richard Louv12. In the book, Louv addresses the staggering divide between children and the 

outdoors. It is the first to bring together a new and growing body of research that indicates 

direct exposure to nature is essential for healthy childhood development and for physical and 

emotional health of adults and children13.  

                                                           
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/498944/mene-childrens-
report-years-1-2.pdf [Accessed 31 March 2016] 
9 Charles Darwin (1859) On the Origin of Species [Book] [Accessed 2 April 2016] 
10 The RSPB (2013) Connecting with Nature [Report] Accessed from: 
https://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/connecting-with-nature_tcm9-354603.pdf [Accessed 5 April 2016] 
11 Children and Nature Network (2011) Nature-Deficit Disorder [Online] Available from: 
https://www.childrenandnature.org/about/nature-deficit-disorder/ [Accessed: 10 April 2016] 
12 Richard Louz (2005) Last Child in the Woods [Book] [Accessed: 10 April 2016] 
13 Richard Louz (2005) Last Child in the Woods [Online] Available from: http://richardlouv.com/books/last-
child/ [Accessed 10 April 2016] 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/connecting-with-nature_tcm9-354603.pdf
https://www.childrenandnature.org/about/nature-deficit-disorder/
http://richardlouv.com/books/last-child/
http://richardlouv.com/books/last-child/
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The aim of using the phrase ‘NDD’ is to alarm parents, educators and others so they would 

notice the change that is happening14. Those of older generations, parents of children born 

in the 1990s and after, are still able to recall times when going outside and exploring their 

natural surroundings was classed as a ‘normal’ thing to do. The term has been outreaching 

and very provoking. Partly due to the word ‘deficit’ which means an amount of something is 

small and suggests that there is an effect which has a negative outcome, e.g. an illness. 

The term serves as a description of the human costs of alienation from nature, and is not 

meant to be a medical diagnosis, despite the effects it can have on children. However, some 

believe it should15. The term is used by some phycologists and naturalists. 

Louvs research was based on the US but the term and background research has been 

adapted and used to present the issue in the UK. As I’ve mentioned, Louv wanted the 

                                                           
14 Psychology Today (2009) No More "Nature-Deficit Disorder" [Online article] Available from: 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/people-in-nature/200901/no-more-nature-deficit-disorder [Accessed 
10 April 2016] 
15 Children and Nature Network (2011) Nature-Deficit Disorder [Online] Available from: 
https://www.childrenandnature.org/about/nature-deficit-disorder/ [Accessed: 10 April 2016] 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/people-in-nature/200901/no-more-nature-deficit-disorder
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phrase to be used in a way that alarmed people. In the UK this was the impact it had after 

being used in news reports16, newspapers17, and study reports18. 

In my study, I am going to discuss these factors, with a focus on the importance of a child’s 

connection with nature. This is in terms of how it benefits and affects them now, when 

they’re older and how, in turn, it affects them due to the harm created to the environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
16 BBC (2012) Nature deficit disorder 'damaging Britain's children' [Online] Available from: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-17495032 [Accessed on 10 April 2016] 
17 The Guardian (2012) Are modern British children suffering from 'nature deficit disorder'? [Online] Available 
from: http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/mar/30/nature-deficit-disorder-children [Accessed 
on 10 April 2016] 
18 The RSPB (2013) Connecting with Nature [Report] Accessed from: 
https://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/connecting-with-nature_tcm9-354603.pdf [Accessed 5 April 2016]  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-17495032
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/mar/30/nature-deficit-disorder-children
https://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/connecting-with-nature_tcm9-354603.pdf
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Chapter One: The relationship between children and Nature Deficit 

Disorder 

Now that I have explained what Nature-Deficit Disorder is, it’s a case of identifying whether 

children and young people are familiar with it. Measuring a child’s connection with nature is 

the first step in determining whether there is a link. There are multiple methods that can be 

used to do this. One way is by using The Connection to Nature Index (CNS)19. This is a 

questionnaire that was developed by Cheng and Monroe (2010) to measure the connection to 

nature in children aged 8-10. However, in a recent study 20 carried out by the Royal Society 

for the Protection of Birds (RSPB), they found it works well with children aged 8-12, but for 

children older than 14 other measuring indexes work more sufficiently. The CNS scale consists 

of 16 items that are rated on a 5-point Likert scale, from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly 

agree). It is scored by creating a mean of the 16 items, with scores ranging from one to five, 

with higher scores indicating a stronger connectedness to nature. 

Other scales include the Inclusion of Nature in Self (INS21) that was developed by Schultz in 

2002. The INS is a single-item question, designed to measure the extent that individuals 

include nature as part of their identity, and asks participants to rate their connectedness to 

                                                           
19Judith Chen-Hsuan Cheng and Martha C. Monroe (2010) Connection to Nature : Children's Affective Attitude 
Toward Nature [Report] Available from: 
http://www.coastal.ca.gov/publiced/plate/env_and_behavior2012.pdf [Accessed 2 May 2016] 
20 The RSPB (March 2013) Measuring connection to nature in children 
aged 8 - 12: A robust methodology for the RSPB [Report] Available from: 
http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/methodology-report_tcm9-354606.pdf [Accessed 2 May 2016] 
21 P.Wesley Schultz (2002) Implicit connections with nature [Report] Available from: 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Paul_Schultz2/publication/222424741_Implicit_Connections_with_Nat
ure/links/5498a7970cf2eeefc30f9bbc.pdf [Accessed 2 May 2016] 

http://www.coastal.ca.gov/publiced/plate/env_and_behavior2012.pdf
http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/methodology-report_tcm9-354606.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Paul_Schultz2/publication/222424741_Implicit_Connections_with_Nature/links/5498a7970cf2eeefc30f9bbc.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Paul_Schultz2/publication/222424741_Implicit_Connections_with_Nature/links/5498a7970cf2eeefc30f9bbc.pdf
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nature by choosing one of seven pairs of circles that differ in their degree of overlap. In each 

pair, one of the circles is labelled ‘self’ and the other circle is labelled ‘nature’. Individuals who 

are very connected to nature choose the pair of circles that completely overlap (scored as 7) 

while individuals who are not connected to nature choose circles that are non-overlapping 

(scored as 1), the scores range from 1 to 7. 

Another example is the Nature Relatedness Scale (also known as NR-6)22, which was created 

by Nisbet in 2008. Nature relatedness is an understanding of the importance of all aspects of 

nature, even those that are not aesthetically appealing or useful to humans, such as 

amphibians, mice, death and decay. Those completing the questionnaire are given a score by 

answering 21 questions with rankings of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) then the 

overall score is calculated by averaging all 21 items.  

Many studies combine a few measuring methodologies to be precise in their results and to get 

an overview of a general interest in nature, a child’s compassion for nature and to see if a 

child is shown to be very interested due to their level of knowledge. In the RSPB 2013 report 

23assessing children’s connection with nature they used some of these measuring techniques. 

Through using them they could determine levels of connection. One key figure was 21% of 8-

12 year olds are connected to nature on a scale they believed to be realistic and an achievable 

target for all children.  

                                                           
22 Elizabeth K. Nisbet (2008) The Nature Relatedness Scale: Linking Individuals' Connection With Nature to 
Environmental Concern and Behavior [Report] Available from: 
http://eab.sagepub.com/content/early/2008/08/01/0013916508318748.short [Accessed 2 May 2016] 
23 The RSPB (2013) Connecting with Nature [Report] Accessed from: 
https://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/connecting-with-nature_tcm9-354603.pdf [Accessed 5 April 2016] 

http://eab.sagepub.com/content/early/2008/08/01/0013916508318748.short
https://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/connecting-with-nature_tcm9-354603.pdf
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21% is a very low percentage and not even one third of that age group. 8-12 year olds are still 

at primary school and just beginning secondary school therefore they have a relaxed lifestyle 

with little intense responsibilities or homework to complete. Therefore, they have more free 

time to play outside. At this age ‘social norms’ are also less invasive as children have not been 

exposed to those which have negative effects on them, for example spending time indoors. 

The Children and Nature network, in 200824, revealed that on a typical week only 5% of 

children aged 9-13 play outside on their own compared to those aged 8-18 who spend 53 

hours a week using entertainment media. Therefore, children are spending 90% of their time 

indoors, something that is now being considered as normal25.  

These statistics suggest that there is a divide between children and the natural world as they 

are not going outside or spending enough time to be considered to have a connection. This 

has been indicated by the studies I looked at which used reliable measuring methods. There 

is a positive correlation between children and nature-deficit disorder.  

However, only in the last few years has NDD started to become common. As I’ve mentioned, 

the use aim of the term by Louv was to alarm parents, educators and others so they would 

notice the change which is happening. Louv wrote the book ‘Last Child in the Woods’ which 

mentions nature deficit disorder in 2005.  

                                                           
24 The Children and Nature Network (2008) A REPORT ON THE MOVEMENT TO RECONNECT 
CHILDREN TO THE NATURAL WORLD [Report] Available from: 
http://www.childrenandnature.org/uploads/CNMovement.pdf  [Accessed 2 May 2016] 
25 Gear 6 Productions for The Children & Nature Network (2013) The Children & Nature Movement [YouTube 
video] Available from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZi0Cxs3fCo [Accessed 2 May 2016] 

http://www.childrenandnature.org/uploads/CNMovement.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZi0Cxs3fCo
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In an investigation compiled by Dr. Rhonda Clements26, a Professor of Education at Hofstra 

University, Hempstead, USA, Dr Clements surveyed over 800 mothers in the United States to 

explore the extent to which children in the early 2000s play outdoors compared to a generation 

ago when the mothers interviewed were children. 71 percent of today’s mothers said they 

recalled playing outdoors every day as children, but only 26 percent of them said their kids 

play outdoors daily. In analysing the survey results, Dr. Clements found that children in the 

early 2000s, as compared to a generation ago are spending less time playing outdoors and 

participate in more indoor than outdoor play activities. Even though this study was carried out 

in the USA, it is very similar to the UK. This is largely due to both countries being at very similar 

stages of development and the influences they have on each other. 

Research carried out by the antiseptic brand Savlon and the campaign group Play England 

found 27while 72% of today’s parents preferred playing outside as children, 40% of children 

today would rather stay inside then explore the outdoors. There is also a change in simple 

things which may engage a child with the green spaces around them. For example, in the 

1970s 90 per cent of primary school children walked to school but now only 10 per cent do28. 

A clear outcome of this is from the same report which states that over a third of parents 

questioned claimed that their fondest memories of play were making up their own games 

                                                           
26 DR RHONDA CLEMENTS (2004) An Investigation of the Status of Outdoor Play [Report] Available from: 
http://www.imaginationplayground.com/images/content/2/9/2960/An-investigation-Of-The-Status-Of-
Outdoor-Play.pdf [Accessed 2 May 2016] 
27 Play Day (2011) Media release [Webpage] Available from: http://www.playday.org.uk/media/media-
releases/ [Accessed 2 May 2016] 
28 DAVID MORTON (2014) Remember When: The golden age of playing outdoors in the North East (lifestyle) 
Chronical Live [Newspaper article] Available from: 
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/lifestyle/nostalgia/remember-when-golden-age-playing-7524756 [Accessed 5 
May 2016] 

http://www.imaginationplayground.com/images/content/2/9/2960/An-investigation-Of-The-Status-Of-Outdoor-Play.pdf
http://www.imaginationplayground.com/images/content/2/9/2960/An-investigation-Of-The-Status-Of-Outdoor-Play.pdf
http://www.playday.org.uk/media/media-releases/
http://www.playday.org.uk/media/media-releases/
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/lifestyle/nostalgia/remember-when-golden-age-playing-7524756
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outdoors. Parents spent, on average, ten hours and 26 minutes longer playing outside during 

a week whilst their children are spending half that amount at around five hours and 32 minutes 

a week29.  

This clearly implies the divide between the amount of time parents spent outside when they 

were children and the amount of time their own children do today. If these children are among 

the generation of 5-18 year olds then their parents are likely those who spent their time growing 

up in the 1970s and 1980s, and most went on to have children in the 1990s. This suggests a 

difference of society, culture and technical advances that were different between the times 

both generations grew up.  

However other research has found that there has been recent dramatic decrease in levels of 

children connecting with nature. A 2008 survey commissioned by The Outdoor Foundation 

30conducted 40,000 online interviews where individuals and households were asked if they 

participated in one of the 35 identified outdoor activities at least once during 2007. In regard 

to youth, some of the key findings included: 1) that when comparing participation in 2006, in 

2007 there was a drop that was over 11% in outdoor activity participation among 6-17 year 

olds (from 66% - 55%); 2) participation among 6-12-year-old girls and boys dropped from 79% 

to 72% from 2006 to 2007 for boys and dropped from 77% to 61% for girls. Although the survey 

provides important information on American’s participation in outdoor activities based on a 

                                                           
29 Winter.K, 2013. Children today would rather read, do chores or even do HOMEWORK than play outside - and 
they get out half as much as their parents did. Daily Mail. [Newspaper article] Available from: 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2307431/Children-today-read-chores-HOMEWORK-play-
outside.html [Accessed 5 May 2016] 
30 The Outdoor Foundation, 2008. Outdoor Recreation Participation. [Report]. Available from: 
http://www.outdoorfoundation.org/pdf/ResearchParticipation2008.pdf [Accessed 19 May 2016] 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2307431/Children-today-read-chores-HOMEWORK-play-outside.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2307431/Children-today-read-chores-HOMEWORK-play-outside.html
http://www.outdoorfoundation.org/pdf/ResearchParticipation2008.pdf
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large, representative sample, the survey method used did change from 2007 to 2008 and 

could influence comparisons between 2006 and 2007 data. 

The results of these investigations have been concluded by a variety of different organisations 

and individuals including: The Children and Nature Network, Royal Society for the Protection 

of Birds (RSPB), Salvon, The Outdoor Foundation and the individual Dr Rhonda Clements. 

Each of these are reliable sources. Therefore, I can conclude that there is a relationship 

between children and Nature Deficit Disorder. This relationship is that children over recent 

years and through generations are becoming disconnected from nature and spending less 

time outdoors. Within this chapter I have slightly explored the difference between past and 

present society, culture and technology but in the next chapter I am going to do this in greater 

depth. 
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Chapter 2: The cause  

Reflecting on what I have discussed so far, it is apparent that there is a rise in the number of 

children developing Nature Deficit Disorder, since they aren’t spending significant amounts of 

time outside, therefore not connecting with nature. The aim of this chapter is to establish why 

this is happening.  

I am going to start by looking at what activities children today are doing instead. When 

researching, a reoccurring example was the uprising of a ‘screen-based’ life. This ranges from 

the use of the internet and computers to phones and watching television. A study carried out 

by The Office of Communications (Ofcom) 31found that, on average, 12-15 year olds spend 17 

hours 37 minutes a week watching television. Along with 95% having internet access, almost 

half of children aged up to 15 have a smartphone and between 82% to 92% of children play 

game consoles. In addition, children are also spending more than 20 hours a week online.32 

These figures suggest that the trend of children leading a screen-based lifestyle is a shift from 

previous generations who spent more time outside and didn’t have the opportunities of modern 

day advances in technology. Only in recent years has the range of television channels and 

programmes for children increased, along with the affordability of these products. 

                                                           
31 OFCOM (October 2011) Teenagers would rather lose TV than internet or mobile – survey Guardian 
[Newspaper article] Available from: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2011/oct/25/teenagers-lose-
tv-internet-mobile (Accessed 20 July 2016) 
32 Institute for Public Policy Research (March 2018) A Generation of Youth are being Raised Online. [Press 
release] Available from: http://www.ippr.org/news-and-media/press-releases/a-generation-of-youth-are-
being-raised-online (Accessed 20 July 2016) 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2011/oct/25/teenagers-lose-tv-internet-mobile
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2011/oct/25/teenagers-lose-tv-internet-mobile
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The issue lies much deeper than children being distracted by technology or choosing to stay 

indoors rather than go outside. As much as this has become a prominent modern day trend 

amongst children of all ages, it seems most parents are somewhat encouraging their children 

to spend more time inside. Parents are not allowing their children to venture outside and 

therefore, in the words of Louv, enforcing ‘house arrest’. In 1971 80% of 7 to 8 year olds 

walked to school yet only 10% do now and most of those are with parents33. This suggests 

that parents are not allowing children the freedom to be outside on their own or with friends. 

Since the 1970s, the radius a child can roam when they are outside has also declined by 90%, 

34parents are ensuring that their children can’t play out of their sight or knowledge. Another 

comparison which supports this is that teenagers of today’s generation have the same level 

of freedom as 10 year olds did a generation ago. 35 

It is clear that parents are sceptical about allowing or encouraging their children to spend time 

outdoors on their own or with friends. However, there seems to be an underlying reason why. 

I found that the influence of the media and its presentation of society has a role to play as it 

alarms parents about dangers and safety. This is worrying parents about issues such as crime 

and ‘stranger danger’36. Instead when children are kept indoors, parents have less to worry 

about as they can monitor what their children are doing and eliminate any dangers. A survey 

                                                           
33  Hillman, M., Adams, J., and Whitelegg, J. One False Move: A Study of Children’s 
Independent Mobility. London: Policy Studies Institute, 1990. (Accessed 25th July 2016) 
34 Gaster, S. (1991) ‘Urban Children’s Access to Their Neighbourhoods: Changes 
Over Three Generations’, quoted in Louv, R. (2005) Last Child in the Woods, p.123.  
35 Children’s Society (2007) Good Childhood Inquiry. www.childrenssociety.org.uk/ 
news-views/press-release/childhood-friendships-risk-reveals-new-survey [Accessed 25th July 2016] 
36 Richard Louv (2013) BRING DOWN THE BARRIERS! Five Causes of Nature-Deficit Disorder; Five Challenges for 
the New Nature Movement. Available: https://www.childrenandnature.org/2013/08/31/bring-down-the-
barriers-five-major-reasons-for-the-disconnection-of-children-and-adults-from-the-rest-of-nature/ [Accessed 
25th July 2016] 

https://www.childrenandnature.org/2013/08/31/bring-down-the-barriers-five-major-reasons-for-the-disconnection-of-children-and-adults-from-the-rest-of-nature/
https://www.childrenandnature.org/2013/08/31/bring-down-the-barriers-five-major-reasons-for-the-disconnection-of-children-and-adults-from-the-rest-of-nature/
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carried out by Mothercare 37that supports this, stated half of parents don’t let their child play 

outside because of concerns about their safety. On the other hand, if parents were aware of 

the benefits that connecting with the natural world has on children then surely they would want 

to encourage them. However, the same survey revealed 37% of parents had never taken their 

children wildlife watching.  

Across the world, our cities are expanding rapidly. In the UK, between 2006 and 2012, 22,000 

hectares of green spaces were converted into ‘artificial spaces’, 7,000 hectares of forest was 

felled and 1,000 hectares of wetlands were destroyed.38 The countryside is becoming a much 

smaller area, and that available for public use is an even smaller range. As these spaces 

decrease, so do the opportunities for children to go and explore the natural world. For those 

families who live in inner city areas, the nearest woodland or nature reserve may be a ten-

minute drive away. Although urban areas can thrive with wildlife, the grey of a concrete jungle 

doesn’t have the same attraction as the green of the countryside for some children.  

The cause of Nature Deficit Disorder in children is quite clear, however overcoming the issue 

will be difficult. The tendency to not connect with nature or not spend time outside as a child 

is now prominent and viewed as normal. But, it is very important to overcome the problem as 

the consequences for both the child themselves and the future of the natural world, are both 

worrying and dangerous.  An example would be the recent event of Britain choosing to leave 

                                                           
37 Carter, C. (2014) Children spend less than 30 minutes playing outside a week. The Telegraph. Available:  
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/10747841/Children-spend-less-than-30-minutes-playing-outside-a-
week.html [Accessed 25th July 2016] 
38 Mathiesen, K (2015). How and where did UK lose city-sized area of green space in just six years? The 
Guardian. Available: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jul/02/how-where-did-uk-lose-green-
space-bigger-than-a-city-six-years [Accessed 5th August 2016] 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/10747841/Children-spend-less-than-30-minutes-playing-outside-a-week.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/10747841/Children-spend-less-than-30-minutes-playing-outside-a-week.html
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jul/02/how-where-did-uk-lose-green-space-bigger-than-a-city-six-years
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jul/02/how-where-did-uk-lose-green-space-bigger-than-a-city-six-years
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the European Union. Amongst all the reasons that voters decided to vote to leave, the most 

popular included their concern of immigration increasing and to protect the economy. Very few 

thought about the effect that such a large decision would have on the protection of wildlife. 

However, they had very little reason to vote with this in mind, as they were unaware of the 

affects due to the fact that it is rarely presented to them. The largest influences of the EU vote 

came from the media (newspapers and TV) and social media. All their focus was on what they 

believe matters to people who live in Britain and that didn’t include the natural world. It has 

been argued numerous times that the greener vote would have been to have voted to stay in 

the EU due to the laws and regulations which protect our green spaces. 

To children and young people, this may imply that it is not an important aspect when 

considering your vote. This sends out a concerning message. On the other hand, alternative 

news coverage at the time of the vote reported that young people voted as they were 

concerned about their future, and amongst this the future for the natural environment. Shortly 

after the vote, a survey was published which stated that two thirds of 16-34 year olds consider 

environmental and wildlife policies a top voting priority39. This study was carried out by A Focus 

on Nature40 which is a group set up by young people for young people and is primarily operated 

through the use of social media. This is a very promising statistic and implies that even though 

nature deficit disorder is a concern, young people are aware of the impact damaging our 

natural world can have on their lives and the fact that it needs to be protected.  

                                                           
39 Vision for Nature (2016). A Focus on Nature. Available: http://www.afocusonnature.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/07/Vision-for-Nature-report-1.pdf [Accessed 30th July 2016] 
40 A Focus on Nature. Webpage. Available: http://www.afocusonnature.org/  

http://www.afocusonnature.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Vision-for-Nature-report-1.pdf
http://www.afocusonnature.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Vision-for-Nature-report-1.pdf
http://www.afocusonnature.org/
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Fortunately, this report and groups like AFON are not the only. From observing the way that 

social media is being used by young people, it is evident that campaign groups speaking out 

for future protection of the natural world are increasing. Social media is a unique tool as it 

enables anyone to have a voice and spread their message very easily. Another campaign 

group is the UK Youth Climate Coalition41, who have established themselves using Twitter 

and Facebook, vocal action at protesting events, contacting MPs and through grassroots level 

projects to support young people in their local area and school. Another example is the Future 

Ocean Leaders42.  

A generation ago, those parents who regularly connected with nature did not have the 

privileges of social media or opportunity to get involved with such projects, but nature deficit 

disorder did not exist. This difference in the way that young people are acting to protect the 

environment is much different and arguably much more vocal as they can speak out about 

issues effecting the natural world to a much larger audience. This questions the consequences 

of NDD on the natural environment. If children and young people are seemingly aware of the 

impacts that not looking after our natural environment can have, then are the consequences 

of NDD as serious as it is predicted.  

 

 

                                                           
41 UK Youth Climate Coalition. Webpage. Available: http://ukycc.org/  
42 Future Ocean Leaders. The Ocean Foundation. Webpage. Available: https://www.oceanfdn.org/our-
story/future-ocean-leaders  

http://ukycc.org/
https://www.oceanfdn.org/our-story/future-ocean-leaders
https://www.oceanfdn.org/our-story/future-ocean-leaders
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Chapter 3: Consequences  

When children don’t connect with nature and develop Nature Deficit Disorder, it can have 

negative impacts on them. NDD can have effects on aspects of a child’s health (both mental 

and physical health) and behavioural problems. A lower performance at school has also been 

linked to NDD.  

There are numerous health benefits associated with spending more time outside. Instead of 

sat inside playing video games or watching television, they are more likely to be running 

around, climbing and overall, being more active. Due to higher levels of activity, this exercise 

is very beneficial to them. In the UK, there is a growing problem with childhood obesity. Latest 

figures show that 19.1% of children in Year 6 (aged 10-11) are obese and a further 14.2% are 

overweight. 9.1% of children in Reception (aged 4-5) are obese and another 12.8% are 

overweight. This means that a third of 10-11 year olds and over a fifth of 4-5 year olds are 

overweight or obese according to the latest figures for 2014/15. 43 

For children, these high levels of obesity are worrying and could result in the increased 

likelihood of health implications when they’re older. Increased activity from spending more 

time outdoors would help reduce this by combatting weight problems with exercise and 

increasing their wellbeing. In an article on Psychology Today, Richard Louv states that ‘we 

                                                           
43 Public Health England. Child Obesity. Available: http://www.noo.org.uk/NOO_about_obesity/child_obesity 
[Accessed 5th August 2016] 

http://www.noo.org.uk/NOO_about_obesity/child_obesity
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believe natural play will increasingly be recognised as a key element in any successful effort 

to reverse the rise in childhood obesity’.44 

Not only would children who play regularly outside be more physically fit but research suggests 

that it would also show more advance motor fitness. Motor fitness is coordination, balance and 

agility.45 It is also believed that they will become sick less often.46 Another impact on a child’s 

health NDD is potentially contributing to is myopia. This is due to the lack of exposure to bright 

light at outdoor level which results in chemical signals preventing elongation of the eye during 

the growth phase.47 

Along with physical health implications, NDD can affect a child’s mental health and behavioural 

problems48. A lack of nature interaction in a child’s life can develop health issues or increase 

the severity of their impacts. On the other hand, nature can be used as a therapy to help deal 

with mental health or behavioural problems.49  

A behavioural problem which is increasingly becoming recognised to have links with NDD is 

ADHD. ADHD (Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder) effects 2%-5% of all school-aged 

                                                           
44 Richard Louv. People in Nature: Exploring the natural world's psychological effects on human beings. 
Psychology Today. Available: https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/people-in-nature/200901/no-more-
nature-deficit-disordes [Accessed 5th August 2016] 
45 Grahn, P., Martensson, F., Llindblad, B., Nilsson, P., & Ekman, A., (1997). UTE pa DAGIS, Stad & Land nr. 
93/1991 Sveriges lantbruksuniversitet, Alnarp 
46 Fisman, Lianne (2001). Child's Play: An empirical study of the relationship between the physical form of 
schoolyards and children's behavior, MESc 2001 [Accessed 10th September 2016] 
47 KA Rose, 2008. Outdoor Activity Reduces the Prevalence of Myopia in Children. Available: 
http://primaryeyecare.net/wp-
content/uploads/Myopia%20Control%20Studies/outdoor_activity_myopia_Rose.pdf [Accessed 10th 
September 2016] 
48 Black, R. 2012. Nature deficit disorder 'damaging Britain's children'. BBC News. Available: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-17495032 [Accessed 10th September 2016] 
 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/people-in-nature/200901/no-more-nature-deficit-disordes
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/people-in-nature/200901/no-more-nature-deficit-disordes
http://primaryeyecare.net/wp-content/uploads/Myopia%20Control%20Studies/outdoor_activity_myopia_Rose.pdf
http://primaryeyecare.net/wp-content/uploads/Myopia%20Control%20Studies/outdoor_activity_myopia_Rose.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-17495032
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children.50 Children with the syndrome find it difficult to pay attention, listen and follow 

directions, and can often be restless.51 The cause of ADHD is not fully understood but there 

is evidence that it has some links to specific types of childhood experiences.52 In contrast, 

some studies suggest that nature could be a useful therapy for ADHD. In a study titled 

‘Children With Attention Deficits Concentrate Better After Walk in the Park’ it states that twenty 

minutes in a park setting was sufficient enough to elevate attention performance relative to 

the same amount of time in other settings. A park setting includes areas of nature, for example 

trees, grass, flowers and birds. These findings suggest that natural environments can enhance 

attention, not only in the general population but also for ADHD sufferers. These experiences, 

which are safe, inexpensive and accessible, have the potential to become a tool for managing 

the symptoms of ADHD.53 

Up until very recently, children stopped spending significant amount of time outside. A few 

generations ago, at the weekend children could spend time outside and wanted to as there 

were no other distractions. As I’ve already discussed, this was their only method of social 

interaction with friends outside of school. That kind of exposure to nature has faded 

dramatically in recent decades. However, our need to be surrounded by nature hasn’t. Michael 

Gurian, a family therapist and author of ‘The Wonder Boys’ relates to this by saying 

                                                           
50 NHS Choices. Last review date: 25/04/2016. Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Available: 
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/attention-deficit-hyperactivity-disorder/Pages/Introduction.aspx [Accessed 
20th September 2016] 
51 ADHD Institute, Jan 2017. Impact of ADHD. Available: http://adhd-institute.com/burden-of-adhd/impact-of-
adhd/ [Accessed 20th September 2016] 
52 NHS Choices. Last review date: 25/04/2016. Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) - Causes. 
Available: http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Attention-deficit-hyperactivity-disorder/Pages/Causes.aspx 
[Accessed 20th September 2016] 
53 Andrea Faber Taylor and Frances E. Kuo, Aug 25, 2008. Children With Attention Deficits Concentrate Better 
After Walk in the Park. Journal of Attention Disorders. Available: 
http://www.willsull.net/la570/ewExternalFiles/TaylorKuo2009.pdf [Accessed 5th October 2016] 

http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/attention-deficit-hyperactivity-disorder/Pages/Introduction.aspx
http://adhd-institute.com/burden-of-adhd/impact-of-adhd/
http://adhd-institute.com/burden-of-adhd/impact-of-adhd/
http://www.willsull.net/la570/ewExternalFiles/TaylorKuo2009.pdf
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“Neurologically, human beings haven’t caught up with today’s overstimulating environment,” 

“The brain is strong and flexible, so 70 to 80 percent of kids adapt fairly well. But the rest 

don’t.”54 Louv suggests “kids who don't get nature-time seem more prone to anxiety, 

depression and attention-deficit problems". He believes that this can be reversed by being in 

a quiet and calm natural environment.55 Mental health affects 1 in 10 children and young 

people up to the age of 18 in the UK. This may be through depression, anxiety or other mental 

illnesses created by the stress of everyday life. The recorded number of children suffering 

from mental health problems is rising 56. There has been a 42% rise in a decade since 2005-

6 of young girls requiring hospital admissions after administering a poison or other substance 

as an act of self-harm.57  

With mental health issues on the rise, I attempted to find out if there is any link between this 

and NDD. I was unable to find a clear indicator that suggested it was a direct cause, however 

I found multiple studies which stated how an interaction with nature could help reduce the 

effects of a mental health illnesses. It is obvious that nature buffers the impact of life’s stresses 

on children and the greater the amount of exposure to nature then the greater the benefits.58 

                                                           
54 Louv, R (2005). Is ADHD research overlooking the green factor?. HEALTH and the ENVIRONMENT. Available: 
http://projectword.org/sites/default/files/Louv-Health-JulAug05.pdf [Accessed 5th October 2016] 
55 O’Driscoll, B (2008) Kicking your kids out of the house might be the best thing for them, Richard Louv says. 
Pittsburgh City Paper. Available: http://www.pghcitypaper.com/pittsburgh/outside-
agitators/Content?oid=1340829 [Accessed 1st October 2016] 
56 Fenton, S (2016) Charity helpline Childline recorded a 35 per cent increase in calls for help related to anxiety 
over the last year. The Independent. Available: http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-
families/health-news/children-anxiety-depression-mental-health-rising-childline-a7388321.html [Accessed 5th 
December 2016] 
57 Campbell, D (2016) NHS figures show 'shocking' rise in self-harm among young. The Guardian. Available: 
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/oct/23/nhs-figures-show-shocking-rise-self-harm-young-people 
[Accessed 18th December 2016] 
58 Nancy M and Gary W Evans (2003). A Buffer of Life Stress Among Rural Children. NEARBY NATURE. Available: 
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/f1b3/b8b51f9b11295debee2b9b4956e24422e6f9.pdf [Accessed 18th 
December 2016] 

http://projectword.org/sites/default/files/Louv-Health-JulAug05.pdf
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Outdoor environments are important in all respects, in particularly to a child’s development of 

independence and autonomy59, also their cognitive development by improving their 

awareness, reasoning and observational skills.60 Another unique sense of development 

created by a child regularly connecting with nature is that of imagination and a sense of 

wonder. 61A sense of wonder is an important motivator for a lifelong desire to learn.62 

As I’ve discussed, for children with ADHD nature can help them to focus, which they can 

struggle to do. Lower grades have also been related to NDD. In a study of some students in 

Californa, it shows that schools that use outdoor classrooms and other forms of experiential 

education produce significant student gains in social sciences, science, language, arts and 

maths. In 2005, a study by the California Department of Education found that students in 

outdoor science programs improved their science testing scores by 27%.63 The decreased 

levels of stress within the classroom environment due to students interacting through outdoor 

lessons is also beneficial to their work ethic and results.  

The biophilia hypothesis 

The potential impacts of Nature Deficit Disorder are clear. A connection with nature can help 

reduce the risks of many illnesses and conditions amongst children and young people. The 

                                                           
59 Bartlett, Sheridan (1996). Access to Outdoor Play and Its Implications for Healthy Attachments. Unpublished 
article, Putney, VT 
60 Pyle, Robert (2002). Eden in a Vacant Lot: Special Places, Species and Kids in Community of Life. In: Children 
and Nature: Psychological, Sociocultural and Evolutionary Investigations. Kahn, P.H. and Kellert, S.R. (eds) 
Cambridge: MIT Press 
61 Louv, Richard (1991). Childhood's Future, New York, Doubleday. 
62 Wilson, Ruth A. (1997). The Wonders of Nature - Honoring Children's Ways of Knowing, Early Childhood 
News, 6(19). 
63 Louv, R (2007). Leave No Child Inside. Testimony before the Interior and Environmental Subcommittee. 
Available: http://qce.wikispaces.com/file/view/Louv_testimony.pdf/273588210/Louv_testimony.pdf 
[Accessed 12th January 2017] 

http://qce.wikispaces.com/file/view/Louv_testimony.pdf/273588210/Louv_testimony.pdf
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reason why it has this effect is because of the rooted connection that we have with nature that 

goes back to our early ancestors, this is known as the biophoilia hypothesis. 

The biophilia hypothesis suggests that there is an instinctive bond between humans and living 

organisms. Edward. O. Wilson was the first to popularise the hypothesis in his book, ‘Biophilia’ 

(1984)64.  As a result of the innate connection between humans and nature, and the restless 

curiosity to learn more about it, a universal appreciation is invoked.  This is rooted into 

evolutionary history of the human being and originates from eras when people lived alongside 

nature. 

Phobias are the opposite to philias. A phobia is to fear something, biophobia is the fear of 

nature. Studies of biophobia 65show some of the most powerful evidence for a pre-

programmed connection between humans and nature. Common biophobia’s include fear of 

snakes or spiders66, it is these responses that are a result of evolution in a world in which 

humans were constantly vulnerable to predators and poisonous plants and animals. This fear 

was a fundamental connection with nature that enabled their survival. 

Advances in the 19th and 20th century have had the most significant impact on human being’s 

connection with the natural world. Over this time our interactions with nature has 

                                                           
64 Edward O. Wilson (1984). Biophilia. Harvard University Press. Book. [Accessed 12th January 2017] 
65 Allred,D (2011). NATURE DEFICIT DISORDER: CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES. Available: 
https://www.sonoma.edu/users/p/pollack/edu420/nature%20deficit%20disorder.pdf [Accessed 12th January 
2017] 
66 Rogers, K (2016). Biophilia hypothesis. Encyclopaedia Britannia. Available: 
https://www.britannica.com/science/biophilia-hypothesis [Accessed 12th January 2017] 
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fundamentally changed. Due to this, there is an increased dependence of the human species 

on technology, which has led to a weakening in the human drive to connect with nature.67 

It has been argued by Wilson and others that these declines in biophilic behaviour could 

remove meaning from nature as we haven’t experienced the positive effects it can have on 

us68. As a result, this could translate into a loss of human respect for the nature world. This 

loss of interaction and desire to do so, resulting in a decreased appreciation for diversity of 

life-forms that support human survival, has been suggested as a potential factor contributing 

to environmental destruction. This clearly shows how human being’s disconnection from 

nature is damaging to conservation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
67 Rogers, K (2016). Biophilia hypothesis. Encyclopaedia Britannia. Available: 
https://www.britannica.com/science/biophilia-hypothesis [Accessed 12th January 2017] 
68 Edward O. Wilson (1984). Biophilia. Harvard University Press. Book. [Accessed 12th January 2017] 
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Chapter 4: Overcoming Nature Deficit Disorder 

With damaging effects on a child’s development and health, and the environment itself, Nature 

Deficit Disorder is undeniably an issue that needs to be tackled. Society’s disconnection from 

living systems is a major hurdle for environmental advocacy69. In this chapter, I am going to 

explore how we can get more children and young people interested in nature by provoking an 

interest that drives them to go outside. 

There are a range of projects and work being done to overcome Nature Deficit Disorder. Some 

of the most effective include: increased amount of outdoor and environmental lessons in 

schools, the work of organisations who encourage parents and provide them support for their 

children through groups and, as much as the media is partly to blame for the uprising of nature 

deficit disorder, it could also be a strong solution by broadcasting the importance of children 

connecting with nature. 

No matter what background or religion a child has, they go to school. Schools are trusted 

environments where parents can feel relaxed about their child being there. Therefore, to reach 

out and expose the natural world to children on a large scale, schools must be the answer. 

The term ‘environmental education’ is broad. Not only does it cover the natural world and 

green issues but also the built environment. ‘Nature education’ is more specific and 

                                                           
69 Thompson, S (2016). What you learn at forest school. The Irish Times. Available: 
http://www.irishtimes.com/news/environment/what-you-learn-at-forest-school-1.2617911  [Accessed 12th 
January 2017] 

http://www.irishtimes.com/news/environment/what-you-learn-at-forest-school-1.2617911
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straightforward. Within this chapter, I am going to look at environmental education in schools 

today and determine whether this is enough to have a significant change. 

In 2000, Education for Sustainable Development was introduced as a non-statutory element 

of the curriculum. This was followed in 2006 by the launch of the Government’s Sustainable 

Schools Strategy (S3), which encouraged schools to follow the recommendations in the eight 

‘doorways’ (Buildings and grounds; Energy and water; Travel and traffic; Food and drink; 

Purchasing and waste; Local well-being; Inclusion and participation; and Global dimension) in 

order to become a completely sustainable school by 2020. However, S3 was scrapped by the 

Education Secretary in 2010.70  

In 2006, the Government launched the Learning Outside the Classroom Manifesto, which 

advocated the use of outdoor learning. Since the National Curriculum was amended again in 

2014, there has been no reference to environmental education. However, the work of outside 

organisations and charities have had an impact on bringing and supporting teachers with 

bringing outdoor education into school, and linking it into the curriculum.71 

Due to the lack of lesson time dedicated to environmental and nature education, it is hard to 

believe that children could develop a connection with nature. This type of education in schools 

could be the key to overcoming NDD and the impacts it has. But nothing significant is being 

done in schools to reverse this. However, it does vary. In the 1990’s when there was a growth 

                                                           
 
71 Green, J (2015). Opportunities for Environmental Education across the National Curriculum for England. 
Available: 
file:///C:/Users/georg/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/IE/95Y4Y9IN/NAEE_The_Environmental
_Curriculum.pdf [Accessed 21st January 2017] 
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of ‘alternative’ educational models, Forest School emerged.72 The definition of Forest School 

is 'An inspirational process that offers children, young people and adults regular opportunities 

to achieve, develop confidence and self esteem through hands-on learning experiences in a 

local woodland environment.'73 

In July 2012, the Forest School Association was launched as the new professional association 

for Forest School and the governing body for training. Forest School is a type of outdoor 

education in which children visit a woodland. They do a range of activities, depending on the 

age group of the child, which include woodland walks, shelter building, minibeast hunting, 

nature detectives, willow weaving and more. This hands-on approach is giving children a real-

life connection with nature where they can be directly inspired by it through all their senses.74 

More and more nurseries and primary schools around the UK are taking part in the Forest 

School revolution. Overall the Forest School Association charity has helped 12,000 teachers 

and other professionals undertake training. However, some forest school trainers are warning 

that with testing, exams and work-readiness so prominent in the education agenda, there’s no 

guarantee that future classes will be granted their time in the woods.75 

Case study: A Forest School example  

                                                           
 
73 Forest School Association. Website. Available: http://www.forestschoolassociation.org/what-is-forest-
school/ [Accessed 19th January 2017] 
74 Herts and Middlesex Wildlife Trust. Forest School activities and lessons. Available: 
http://www.hertswildlifetrust.org.uk/discover-and-learn/panshanger-park-forest-school/forest-school-
activities-and-lessons [Accessed 19th January 2017] 
75 Ward, L (2015). The forest school revolution: leaves, logs and life skills. The Guardian. Available: 
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2015/apr/21/outdoor-learning-forest-school-revolution 
[Accessed 19th January 2017] 
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To gain a better understanding of how Forest Schools work and to gather an opinion from a 

teacher who has experience in running Forest Schools, I have decided to look at an example 

of a Forest School. Below are some images and answers to questions that I asked a local 

Forest School leader. 

Q: What facilities do you have and what activities do you do? 

A: We have a woodland area on the school premises but also occasionally use the school 

field. We have so far built shelters, been on scavenger hunts, worked on a variety of knots, 

created clay animals, created woodland spirits with clay, created forest school storyboards, 

played lots of games such as hide and seek etc and also done a bit of fire lighting. 

Q: How often do pupils participate in these activities? 

A: They participate in these activities once a week on a Thursday afternoon as part of their 

enrichment activities. Each session last approximately 50 mins. I have two groups in one 

afternoon. 

Q: What year groups are involved? 

A: At the moment it involves year 3 to 6. So ages 7 to 11. 

Q: Have teachers and members of staff seen any changes in pupils classroom behaviour and 

attitude to learning? 

A: It is still early to really measure the impact forest school has had on classroom behaviour 

and attitude to learning across the school. At Scotch Orchard, behaviour isn’t really an issue. 
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But during forest school sessions pupils are engaged, they all participate well and 

communicate with each other without any problems. The children love to be outside and love 

the freedom it gives them to express themselves. Pupils generally seem very happy and 

enthusiastic about their forest school sessions. 

Q: Why do you believe Forest School is important? 

A: I believe Forest School is important because it helps children to develop their confidence. 

As they become familiar with Forest School they can take their new-found confidence into 

school and into other areas of their lives. I have also found that forest School can be 

particularly effective for children who do not do well in the classroom environment. It helps 

develop fine motor skills, resourcefulness, communication, teamwork, perseverance and 

problem solving. 

Q: Do you feel that there is enough time for Forest School lessons? 

A: Currently yes as we have to manage how the woodland area is managed. 
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Many of the answers I got to my questions about Forest Schools matched much of what I have 

discussed already. This includes the benefits it has on a child. The Forest School leader used 
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many positive words and terms to illustrate how the children are benefitted. For example, ‘love 

to be outside’, ‘love the freedom’ and ‘seem very happy and enthusiastic’. This school is a 

good example to use in my study as they clearly do a range of activities and have great 

facilities. A comment from the Forest School leader that I believe is very important is that they 

found the lessons worked well for students who don’t do well in a classroom environment. This 

is important as it suggests how beneficial an outdoor environment can be for those pupils who 

struggle in a tense classroom environment where they may feel under pressure. 

Schools are a great opportunity to re-engage children with nature because every child goes. 

A child is more likely to grow a connection with nature at school then at home when they’re 

relying on their parents. This is widely recognised and as a result, a petition was recently 

launched on the government petition website which called for a GCSE in natural history76.  

Before the petition closed, it raised 10,718 signatures in around two months. It also had 

support from individuals such as TV presenter and naturalist, Chris Packham, writer and 

sustainability advisor, Tony Juniper, and Dr Tim Birkhead from the University of Sheffield. 

Below are some quotes from these individuals with their comments on the importance of a 

Natural History GCSE. 

Tony Juniper: “This is a brilliant idea and I am happy to endorse, support and advocate 

however I can.”  

Professor Tim Birkhead FRS: “This is the best idea I have heard about for a long time.” 
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In response to the petition, the government released a statement. It argued: “Given the 

opportunities pupils have to study elements of natural history and nature throughout their 

school life, we do not believe introducing a GCSE in the subject is necessary.” The statement 

went onto argue that natural history is included across all four key stages of school and at A 

Level.  

For key stage 1 it stated that: “pupils learn about animals including fish, amphibians, reptiles, 

birds and mammals’. At key stage 2: “pupils are introduced to the terms ‘habitat’ and ‘micro-

habitat’ and use the local environment throughout the year to be taught about animals in their 

habitat.” Then at key stage 3: “Other areas of natural history and nature are incorporated in 

the curriculum”. At key stage 4 where pupils take their GCSE’s and this petition was targeted 

at, the government stated: “a number of GCSE subjects cover relevant areas of natural 

history”. Finally, there was also a comment on A Levels: “in addition to the possibility to 

continue studies in the above subjects in more depth, pupils can study environmental science, 

which covers a core knowledge and understanding of Earth’s main systems and how humans 

interact with the environment.”77 

These statements are brief and give no detail of the specific topics that are taught. Also, it isn’t 

mentioned how much time is dedicated to these lessons or about the amount of outdoor 

teaching that will include a hands-on approach to nature. The government’s attitude to 

                                                           
77 UK Government and Petitions. Colwell, M. Develop a GCSE in Natural History. Available: 
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/176749 [Accessed 14th January 2017] 
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environmental or natural history education lacks enthusiasm. In addition, this is made obvious 

due to the clear issue of NDD. 

Case Study: environmental education in Finland 

As part of my study, I have decided to include a second case study which looks at an example 

of environmental education in a developed country. Finland has been ranked to have one of 

the best education systems in the world78 and as one of the best countries for child well-

being79. In the 2013 study on the well-being of children by The United Nations Children's Fund 

(Unicef), 80it looked at the well-being of children in rich countries whilst considering five areas. 

These included: a child’s material well-being, health and safety, education, behaviour and 

housing conditions. In comparison to Finland, the UK ranked just 16th out of the 29 developed 

countries that were assessed, with education being amongst concerns81. 

Finland’s approach begins at introducing nature to children at an early age. Nordic parents 

are encouraged to allow their baby or toddler to nap outside, regardless of the temperature. 

In some cases, this goes to the extent of parents being offered the garden or balcony if they’re 

visiting friends and their baby needs a nap. In many day-care centres across Nordic countries, 

putting children outside to rest is also common. The theory to this is to expose children to fresh 

                                                           
78 Oscar Willams-Grut (2016) The 11 best school systems in the world. The Independent. Available: 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/11-best-school-systems-in-the-world-a7425391.html 
[Accessed 20th January, 2018] 
79 The United Nations Child Fund (April 2013) Press Release. Available: 
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_68639.html [Accessed 20th January, 2018] 
80 The United Nations Child Fund (April 2013) Press Release. Available: 
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_68639.html [Accessed 20th January, 2018]  
81 Easton. M (2013) UK rises up Unicef child well-being ranking. BBC News web. Available: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-22083762 [Accessed 20th January, 2018] 
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air, whether it’s in the summer or the winter, as they are less likely to get coughs or colds.82 

This theory links to the Biophilia Hypothesis and how exercising our deep connection with 

nature is beneficial.83 

The media and Finnish government are also clear in expressing the importance of spending 

time outside. The Finnish government advise parents that their children should spend at least 

three hours a day performing physical activities. This has also been incorporated into the 

national curriculum, making Finland one of the first countries to put forward these 

recommendations84. Finland’s education system is surprisingly different to the UK and other 

countries. For example, children don’t begin school until the age of 7, they have little 

homework85, breaks every 45 minutes86 throughout the school day and there is a focus on 

allowing children to play and spend time outdoors87. This suggests that Finnish schools have 

more relaxed environments and are more outdoor orientated than British schools. Finnish 

schools also rank high in maths, english and science subjects compared to most other 

countries, including the UK.88 

                                                           
82 Lee. H (2013) The babies who nap in sub-zero temperatures. BBC News web. Available: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-21537988 [Accessed 20th January, 2018] 
83 Edward O. Wilson (1984). Biophilia. Harvard University Press. Book. [Accessed 12th January 2017] 
84 BBC News web (2016) Children need three hours exercise a day – Finland. Available: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-37306818 [Accessed 20th January, 2018] 
85 Khoo. K (2016) The formal school starting age: is younger better? Embassy of Finland, Canberra. Available: 
http://www.finland.org.au/public/default.aspx?contentid=352025&nodeid=35603&culture=en-US [Accessed 
20th January, 2018] 
86 D Walker. T (2014) How Finland Keeps Kids Focused Through Free Play. The Atlantic. Available: 
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2014/06/how-finland-keeps-kids-focused/373544/ [Accessed 
20th January, 2018] 
87 Butler. P (2016) No grammar schools, lots of play: the secrets of Europe’s top education system. The 
Guardian. Available: https://www.theguardian.com/education/2016/sep/20/grammar-schools-play-europe-
top-education-system-finland-daycare [Accessed 20th January, 2018] 
88 Coughlan. S (2016) Why do Finnish pupils succeed with less homework? BBC News Web. Available: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-37716005 [Accessed 20th January, 2018] 
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In the ‘Last Child in the Woods’, author Richard Louv stated that “Finland encourages 

environment-based education and has moved a substantial amount of classroom experience 

into natural settings”. Finland’s approach to outdoor and environmental education is very 

enthusiastic. Finland’s Ministry of Social Affairs and Health has stated, “The core of learning 

is not in the information…being pre-digested from the outside, but in the interaction between 

a child and the environment”.89 

END OF CASE STUDY 

To support those parents who are unsure about letting their child go out and play in a local 

woodland or nature reserve, some wildlife NGOs have launched campaigns to show the 

importance of why they should, along with supporting parents by showing them how they can 

do this. Examples of this include the National Trust’s ’50 things to do before you’re 11 ¾’90, 

the RSPB’s ‘Be a Wildlife Explorer’ 91 and The Wildlife Trusts ‘Every Child Wild’ 92campaigns 

and activities. These charities also organise and run group events for parents and their 

children. 

The National Trust’s ’50 things to do before you’re 11 ¾’ campaign has the intention of giving 

parents ideas of how to take their children outdoors in simple ways, but will enable a 

connection with nature. On the bucket list, some examples include: making a trail with sticks, 

                                                           
89 Richard Louz (2005) Last Child in the Woods [Book] [Accessed: 10 April 2016] 
90 The National Trust. 50 things to do before you're 11 ¾. Webpage. Available: 
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/50-things-to-do [Accessed 20th July 2016] 
91 RSPB: Be a Wildlife Explorer. Webpage. Available: https://www.rspb.org.uk/kids-and-schools/kids-and-
families/kids/join_in/wex.aspx  
92 The Wildlife Trusts (2015). Every Child Wild: Making nature part of growing up - for all children. Webpage. 
Available: https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/news/2015/11/03/every-child-wild-making-nature-part-growing-all-
children [Accessed 10th November 2015] 
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play in the snow and run in the rain. This information was made available online and with a 

mobile app so that it could be reached by various audiences. The RSPB ‘Be a Wildlife Explorer’ 

is a membership package which provides children with material they can use to identify 

species and encourages them to attend local RSPB youth meetings where they can meet 

other children. An initiative by The Wildlife Trust to ensure that children across the UK have 

regular contact with nature was their ‘Every Child Wild’ campaign. This offers practical tips for 

family adventures and inspiration from young people who have a passion for nature. This 

included a podcast with five young people discussing what it’s like to grow up with a passion 

for wildlife and blogs on The Wildlife Trusts’ website from children, parents, teachers and many 

more.93 

These campaigns and projects are aimed at connecting children with nature in multiple ways. 

With the current issue of NDD, organisations and charities are having to think of other ways 

to reach out to parents and their children. The use of social media has been popular, along 

with apps and online content. In my study, I have criticised the use of the media and technology 

for distancing children from their natural surroundings, however it is evidently being used to 

reverse this.  

Young conservationists themselves are using social media to interact with others who share 

similar passions94, this is being done independently and through groups such as A Focus on 

                                                           
93 The Wildlife Trusts (2015). Every Child Wild: Making nature part of growing up - for all children. Webpage. 
Available: https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/news/2015/11/03/every-child-wild-making-nature-part-growing-all-
children [Accessed 10th November 2015]  
94 Common. J (2017) Want to encourage young conservationists? Then its time to celebrate the ones we have. 
Online blog, Wildlife Articles. Available: http://wildlifearticles.co.uk/want-to-encourage-young-
conservationists-then-its-time-to-celebrate-the-ones-we-have/ [Accessed 20th November 2017] 
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Nature (AFON)95. As I have previously mentioned, AFON is a group set up by young people 

for young people and is primarily operated using social media. Because of the proactiveness 

of young conservationists, such work is seemingly having an impact with reaching out to 

younger naturalists and acting as role models. For example, the appearance of young 

conservationists in the media96 and attending political events97 which give a positive 

impression about conservation to young children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
95 A Focus on Nature. Webpage. Available: http://www.afocusonnature.org/  
96 Bawden. T (2014) Spreading their wings: the next generation of young conservationists. The Independent. 
Available: http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/nature/spreading-their-wings-the-next-generation-of-
young-conservationists-9716114.html [Accessed 8th September 2016] 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion  

It is becoming widely known that the natural world is in a critical state. This is indicated by the 

number of species declining and facing extinction, wide spread habitat destruction across the 

world and implications due to climate change and increased pollution levels. These issues that 

our ecosystems and natural areas face are already, in turn, affecting humans and in the future, 

it is certain that the consequences will worsen. 

Human beings are just as a part of ecosystems as any other species, whether that’s birds or 

invertebrates. However, as we have developed, we have distanced ourselves. By doing this, 

it is very clear that this is and will continue to influence our livelihood. Although, as a species, 

we are very good at adapting, in my study I have found that there are still many consequences 

and problems that we have not been able to overcome. Along with the fact that our actions, 

due to having a growing disconnection from nature, are in turn damaging and destroying the 

natural world. This can only be blamed on our disconnection from nature as it is clear that we 

are not aware of the benefits that it has on our mood, lifestyle and the fact that it ensures that 

we are alive. 

It is becoming increasingly clear that when making decisions, our consideration of how the 

environment will be affected is very minimal yet it is arguably the most important aspect of all 

our lives. An example of this that I explored in my study is the recent event of Britain choosing 

to leave the European Union. It was argued numerous times that the greener vote would have 
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been to stay in the EU98, however the country voted to leave. This decision has been put down 

to concerns about immigration and to gain better control of our own laws.99 

Those young people and children viewing this important time in the history of British politics 

will have noticed the lack of coverage on the environment. To them this could suggest that it 

isn’t a necessity to consider when voting. However, although this is very negative, it is clear 

that young people are beginning to speak out and do care about the natural world. For 

example, the uprising of groups such as A Focus on Nature (AFON), 100Future Ocean 

Leaders101 and the way that social media is being used to give young people 102a platform to 

express their views.  

In my project, I have proven that NDD does exist but it could be suggested that projects and 

campaign groups such as those that I have mentioned suggest otherwise. However, I believe 

that NDD and young people being vocal about environmental issues are two different topics. 

Judging by the reports and statistics that I found and analysed in my study, it is clear that NDD 

exists. Of the studies that I looked at and evaluated, all were from reliable sources and carried 

out by well-known, trusted organisations, individuals or charities. A key figure that I included 

was a result of a study carried out by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB). It 

                                                           
98 Friends of the Earth. Webpage. What does Brexit mean for our environment? Available: 
https://www.foe.co.uk/page/what-does-brexit-mean-our-environment [Accessed 4th April 2017] 
99 BBC News (June 2016). Eight reasons Leave won the UK's referendum on the EU. Available: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-eu-referendum-36574526 [Accessed 4th April 2017] 
100 A Focus on Nature. Webpage. Available: http://www.afocusonnature.org/  
101 Future Ocean Leaders. The Ocean Foundation. Webpage. Available: https://www.oceanfdn.org/our-
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-36528256 [Accessed 4th April 2017] 
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found that only 21% of 8-12 year olds 103are connected to nature on a scale they believed to 

be realistic. At this age, it is presumed that children have very few pressures from school or 

responsibilities and have a lot of free time. Therefore, it is evident that they are spending their 

time doing activities indoors. To support this, another figure that I thought was important to 

include in my study was that children appear to be spending 90% of their time indoors.104 

These figures clearly present the divide between children and the natural world. It is widely 

known that children prefer to spend more time indoors rather than outdoors. To understand 

and elaborate on this topic more, I included a chapter about the cause of NDD. What I found 

was as I predicted, indoor gaming and advances in technology mean that children today have 

no reason to go outside in an attempt to find something to occupy themselves with. Along with 

this, the affordability of indoor gadgets mean that children from almost all families and 

backgrounds have access. However, it also seems clear that parents have a role to play in 

allowing their children to spend time indoors. This is because parents can ensure that their 

child is safe, unlike if they were to play outside and be out of view. On the other hand, it is 

unfair to blame parents for keeping their children under ‘house arrest’ as it is evident that the 

media and worries of keeping their child safe are huge pressures in parenthood. Even more 

so then they were a generation ago. What is unclear is that parents are choosing not to take 

their children out themselves, especially with the help of campaigns and activities run by 
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charities such as The Wildlife Trust105 and RSPB106. One reason for this could be increased 

demand and busier lifestyles, however I believe it is evident that parents are not aware of the 

benefits that taking a child outside has. 

Exploring the consequences of NDD was one of the most important parts of my project. To 

answer the second half of my question ‘is it having a detrimental effect on children today’, I 

explored the impacts that NDD is having on children’s health, behaviour, attitude to learning 

and aspects of the Biophilia Hypothesis. The Biophilia Hypothesis clearly presents how 

children not having a connection with nature can be harmful towards their development and 

happiness as a child. The Biophilia Hypothesis suggests that all humans possess a tendency 

to seek connections with nature and other forms of life. The tendency is due to our rooted 

connection with nature that goes back to our early ancestors. When children are deprived of 

this instinctive bond between themselves and living organisms then it is suggested that this 

can have harmful consequences. Along with this, it is believed that by removing the meaning 

from nature, as the child hasn’t experienced it, it could lose their respect for nature. A lost 

connection could result in decreased appreciation for diversity of life-forms that support human 

survival. This is linked to environmental destruction.  

Both the consequences for the environment and those for the child are closely linked, as are 

the consequences that will occur from the destruction of the natural world on human beings. 

                                                           
105 The Wildlife Trusts (2015). Every Child Wild: Making nature part of growing up - for all children. Webpage. 
Available: https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/news/2015/11/03/every-child-wild-making-nature-part-growing-all-
children [Accessed 10th November 2015] 
106 RSPB: Be a Wildlife Explorer. Webpage. Available: https://www.rspb.org.uk/kids-and-schools/kids-and-
families/kids/join_in/wex.aspx  
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For example, mass deforestation is taking place across the world. Deforestation is the action 

of clearing wide areas of trees107. It is estimated that 18 million acres of forest is lost each year 

and it is predicted that if current deforestation levels proceed, the world’s rainforests may be 

completely in as little as 100 years108. Deforestation is primarily done by people attempting to 

make money by using the land for other purposes. The largest scale of deforestation is taking 

place in the poorest countries across the world, for example South America, Thailand and 

Africa. 109As land value is inexpensive, those from richer countries can buy the land for less. 

This land may be used to create ingredients that are highly prized consumer items, such as 

palm oil and timber to create commercial items such as paper and furniture, or on local scales 

to make room for housing and urbanisation. 110 

Two of the main reasons for deforestation are to make way to produce products that will be 

sold elsewhere and to clear areas due to population growth. Unfortunately, deforestation has 

many damaging effects. The deforestation of trees lessens carbon storage, releases carbon 

dioxide into the atmosphere, increases both air and water pollution, contributes to poor health 

of populations in the area and is a contributing factor to global climate change. Because of 

rising greenhouse gas levels triggered by climate and environmental changes, it can affect 

human health in many ways. For example, crop failure, altered weather patterns, flooding and 

rising water levels which can result in homelessness, famine and disease, warmer 
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temperatures which can increase incidences of heat stroke, dehydration, and cardiovascular, 

respiratory and cerebrovascular disease.111 

Along with all the impacts that the environmental destruction of deforestation can and is having 

on human health and lifestyle, it also affects the environment in a profound number of ways. 

Deforestation clearly illustrates that our actions to the planet are having impacts on humans 

already. Although deforestation has its economic and development advantages, this shouldn’t 

be at the expense of irreversibly damaging the planet. There are many alternatives that can 

be done on local and world-wide scales which could reduce the impacts of deforestation. 

112However, to have any effect this would take global action.  

It seems clear that the impacts that our actions are having on the natural world are in time 

impacting our own lives. In my study, I explored the ways that NDD is directly affecting children 

today. In summary, all the topic areas that I discussed included the effect on a child’s health 

(both mental and physical health) and behavioural problems. I also explored the benefits on a 

child’s development that can be had from spending more time outside. Reflecting back to the 

biophilia hypothesis, it seems clear that when a child is put under ‘house arrest’ and spends 

most of their time indoors, this can have a damaging effect on their health as they’re being 

deprived of something that is natural to them. Thus, children who do spend more time outside 

have the benefits of being healthier children with higher levels of motor and physical fitness, 
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less likely to suffer from mental health problems such as anxiety and depression, and for 

children with ADHD, spending time outside can be used as a therapy.  

These areas show that NDD is influencing children and their development. One of the most 

direct and serious implications associated with NDD is the levels of inactivity due to children 

spending more time inside. Richard Louv recognises this impact in his book ‘Last Child in the 

The Woods’113 and in some of his online articles. In the UK, childhood obesity is a growing 

problem with a third of 10-11 year 114olds overweight or obese. These high figures are worrying 

as weight problems for a child can lead to health problems such as diabetes, respiratory issues 

and cardiovascular disease when they’re older. 115Another increasing health problem for 

children here in the UK are mental health issues. 1 in 10 children and young people up to the 

age of 18 suffer from mental health issues116. This includes anxiety, depression and other 

stress related disorders. NDD is thought to be related to these illnesses as an overstimulating 

environment can be too much for some children, especially when they are deprived of 

spending time within a natural environment.  Both illnesses could continue to develop to more 

serious problems when the child reaches adulthood. However, they will be unaware of the 

benefits of the natural world having not experienced its benefits as a child.  
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In conclusion, this answers the second half of my question by clearly implying that nature 

deficit disorder is effecting a child’s health and their development. What I have found clearly 

shows that solutions into how NDD can be solved and reduced need to be practised and 

improved. In my study, I explored different techniques of how this is being done, both in and 

outside of schools. There are a wide range of projects and research being down to overcome 

NDD. This includes a number of studies and work by individuals such as Richard Louv, The 

Children and Nature Network and organisations such as The Wildlife Trust and National Trust. 

These studies are important as they highlight the levels of NDD and its effect. As a result, 

action is, and in the future, may be taken.  

To combat NDD on a large scale and to connect children from all backgrounds with nature, 

work in schools is very important and possibly the way forward. Some have suggested a class 

and ethnic divide in those who spend time at nature reserves. If work is done in schools, then 

children from all backgrounds will have the opportunity to participate in activities in natural 

environments. Unfortunately, at the moment, school budgets and time for lessons not on the 

curriculum is limited. Due to this, outdoor lessons which could prove to benefit children are not 

happening in every school. Therefore, children in some areas are missing out. The lack of 

enthusiasm by education ministers for more environmental education in schools suggests that 

they are unaware of the benefits that these lessons could have on a child’s health and 

classroom behaviour.  

A key way that teachers and schools have been able to include more outdoor lessons onto 

their pupil’s timetables is through Forest Schools. These have proven to be a success as many 
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schools have got involved with the project across the UK. Forest School lessons involve 

numerous activities including woodland walks, minibeast hunting and nature detectives. Along 

with this, the Forest School Association has helped 12,000 teachers and other professionals 

undertake training. Forest School seems an ideal way to get outdoor lessons taught in schools 

in a way that is easy for teachers and schools to manage. 117In my study, it was interesting to 

look at a Forest School case study so that I could get a deeper understanding of how they 

work and from the perspective of a teacher. Because of the answers I received, I can conclude 

that they match the previous comment about them being a way forward in re-engaging children 

with outdoor spaces. On the other hand, it is already being warned that due to an increase in 

exams and testing, there is no guarantee for these lessons in the future.  

In comparison to environmental education in the UK, I decided to include an exceptional 

example of how environmental and outdoor education is being exercised in a different country. 

I did this with the case study about education in Finland. This case study was interesting as 

Finland are seeing incredible results from their schooling system in terms of children 

succeeding in maths, english and science. Again, these results are amongst some of the best 

in the world.118 This suggests how a more relaxed and outdoor oriented classroom 

environment can benefit children in multiple ways. There is also no relationship between 

Finnish children and NDD.119 Despite the influences of modern day technology and the 

                                                           
117 Forest School Association. Website. Available: http://www.forestschoolassociation.org/what-is-forest-
school/ [Accessed 19th January 2017] 
118 Coughlan. S (2016) Why do Finnish pupils succeed with less homework? BBC News Web. Available: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-37716005 [Accessed 20th January, 2018] 
119 Shonstrom. E (2014). Children and Nature Network. Available: 
https://www.childrenandnature.org/2014/05/19/what-the-finns-know-friluftsliv-gets-big-results-in-finlands-
schools/ [Accessed 20th January 2018] 

https://www.childrenandnature.org/2014/05/19/what-the-finns-know-friluftsliv-gets-big-results-in-finlands-schools/
https://www.childrenandnature.org/2014/05/19/what-the-finns-know-friluftsliv-gets-big-results-in-finlands-schools/
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advantages of playing indoors, Finland has demonstrated that children still enjoy outdoor play 

and that is it important to them. 

In my study, I also discussed activities and groups that are being run outside of schools for 

parents to take their children. These tend to be organised by charities such as the RSPB and 

The Wildlife Trust. Such groups seem successful as they are encouraging parents to take their 

children outside as they are supported by professionals, however there is still a high 

percentage of parents who aren’t taking their children to outdoor spaces. Again, this suggests 

that parents understanding the benefits a child can get from spending time surrounded by 

nature are minimal. Our distancing from wild places and the benefits it can have on all of us is 

prominent and in my own opinion, I believe that the way that the media fails to present 

environmental issues and threats, and the way in which they don’t present an environmental 

balanced argument on many issues where it is affected, is to blame. On the other hand, it is 

widely known that the media only presents what it knows its viewers want to know about.  

In conclusion, I can confidentially state that nature deficit disorder is an issue that is affecting 

children today, along with the natural world itself. As a result, solutions need to be put into 

action to prevent any further damage in the future. 
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